Introduction to Introduction to morphogen morphogen gradients. gradients.
New model and simulations for BMP gradients in dorsal New model and simulations for BMP gradients in dorsal--ventral patterning of ventral patterning of zebrafish zebrafish embryo embryo development. development.
Computational challenges for stiff reaction Computational challenges for stiff reaction--diffusion diffusion equations arising from these models. equations arising from these models.
------new semi new semi--implicit schemes, the IIF schemes. implicit schemes, the IIF schemes. ------recent progress. recent progress.
Conclusions and future plans. Conclusions and future plans. • First, a coarse DV pattern is set up during Spemann-Mangold organizer formation, induced by factors generated by the mother and deposited into the egg. (maternal control)
• Second, the initial DV pattern is refined through two synergistic feedback loops. (zygotic control) A full implicit scheme leads to a huge A full implicit scheme leads to a huge nonlinear system: nonlinear system: max min / : Implicit treatment for reaction is needed. Implicit treatment for reaction is needed.
Only an m x m nonlinear system needs to Only an m x m nonlinear system needs to be solved at each spatial grid point. be solved at each spatial grid point. Then a direct evaluation of the integral leads to the rth order IIF scheme: The distinctive feature unlike the implicit ETD schemes:
Only an m x m nonlinear system at every spatial grid point.
The second order IIF:
Coefficients for IIF schemes up to fourth order accuracy: 
